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Abstract
In the last decade, photovoltaics (PV) has experienced an important transformation.
Traditional solar cells formed by compact semiconductor layers have been joined by
new kinds of cells that are constituted by a complex mixture of organic, inorganic and
solid or liquid electrolyte materials, and rely on charge separation at the nanoscale.
Recently, metal organic halide perovskites have appeared in the photovoltaic landscape
showing large conversion efficiencies, and they may share characteristics of the two
former types. In this paper we provide a general description of the photovoltaic
mechanisms of the single absorber solar cell types, combining all-inorganic and hybrid
and organic cells into a single framework. The operation of the solar cell relies on a
number of internal processes that exploit internal charge separation and overall charge
collection minimizing recombination. There are two main effects to achieve the required
efficiency, first to exploit kinetics at interfaces, favouring the required forward process,
and second to take advantage of internal electrical fields caused by a built-in voltage and
by the distribution of photogenerated charges. These principles represented by selective
contacts, interfaces and the main energy diagram, form a solid base for the discussion of
the operation of future types of solar cells. Additional effects based on ferroelectric
polarization and ionic drift provide interesting prospects for investigating new PV
effects mainly in the perovskite materials.
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Introduction
Understanding of solar cells until the 1990s was mainly based on two main models,
the pn junction and the pin solar cell. The advent of nanostructured solar cells such as a
dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC), bulk heterojunction organic solar cells (BHJ) or
nanoparticle solar cells introduced a series of new device geometries. In some of these
cases like the DSC, the electric field is of little relevance for charge collection at short
circuit, while instead charge separation relies on interfacial kinetics, energy steps at
interfaces and diffusion driven transport.1, 2 However, in some thin-film inorganic
technologies the role of charge collection by electric fields is essential to the solar cell
performance.3 The general energetic picture of solar cells is a very important tool for the
understanding of the role of the different materials and interfaces, the electronic
processes, and the interpretation of many characterization techniques. Currently, we are
witnessing the birth of a new solar cell technology, namely organic-inorganic halide
perovskites whose efficiencies have risen to exceed 20 % faster than any other solar cell
technology before.4-9 To further optimize these perovskite solar cells, it will be crucial to
understand their physical and electrical characteristics which are currently discussed.10,
11
Here we propose a general discussion that gathers the knowledge obtained in the last
decade for the description of solar cells in terms of a macroscopic energy diagram that
may put future new candidates for photovoltaic energy conversion in a firm
classification.
The general solar cell structure described here is composed of one central layer that
contains the absorber material, and two extracting contacts. Photovoltaic conversion is
based on interfering effectively with the process of recombination that restores thermal
equilibrium by de-excitation of electrons in the conduction band. Thus non-equilibrium
carriers must be extracted before they recombine, so that the charge collection efficiency
is large. The first step to achieve such goal is an effective separation of the electron hole
pair, formed by the excitation dipole, at the site of the photogeneration event. Then, the
central layer must realize the function of effective transport of electrons and holes from
the point of generation to their respective contacts. Note that the central layer may
consist of a single material that absorbs photons and transports both electrons and holes
effectively, as in silicon and polycrystalline inorganic solar cells. Otherwise the active
layer may be formed by a combination of materials, as in a DSC where the absorber is a
monolayer of dye that is locally sandwiched between nanostructured electron and hole
conductors. Although local differences of energy exist, to facilitate charge separation,
the central layer is viewed as a macrohomogeneous medium in which only the
macroscopic electrical field perpendicular to the contact is relevant to the transport and
collection of each kind of carrier.12 In these types of nanocomposite solar cells, the
conduction band and valence band shown in the diagram correspond to different
materials, those that transport electrons and holes, respectively, while the initial kinetics
of charge separation are not represented in the diagram. Finally, overall charge
separation and collection requires photovoltaic devices to have one built-in asymmetry
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that ensures that charge carriers with different polarity are collected at different contacts
so that a net current flow becomes possible. In the following discussions, we will
summarize the mechanisms whereby these functions are achieved for the main types of
solar cell devices.

Charge separation
Effective local charge separation is an essential feature to avoid immediate, geminate
recombination of individually photogenerated electron-hole pairs in low permittivity
absorbers and/or at low temperatures. Charge separation means that bound states like
excitons that may be formed initially after photogeneration dissociate to form two
separate unbound charge carriers of opposite polarity. After the initial separation of the
geminate pair, so-called non-geminate recombination may occur between electrons in
the conduction and holes in the valence band. Specific mechanisms of charge separation
may differ broadly depending on the type of absorber and its relative permittivity. In
homogeneous semiconductors such as standard inorganic thin films or c-Si with
relatively high dielectric permittivities and low exciton binding energies, local charge
separation is very efficient at least at room temperature without the assistance of
electrical fields. Thus, each photogenerated carrier rapidly forms part of the respective
ensemble of free carriers in the conduction or valence band (after a carrier
thermalization time).13 Also in CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite solar cells, the exciton
population at room temperature seems to be negligible.14, 15 The photogenerated carriers
are separated on ps time scale and the radiative recombination occurs between
uncorrelated electron-hole carriers rather than geminate pairs.16
A common misconception is that the pn junction is crucial for and/or the main locus
of charge separation in inorganic solar cells.17 The pn junction occupies a very small
region in a c-Si solar cell as explained below, and its purpose is to provide a carrier
selective junction that makes sure that carriers with different polarities diffuse to
different junctions.
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Fig.1. Charge separation and transport in a dye-sensitized solar cell. Electrons are
injected from the excited state of a sensitizer to the TiO2 framework, and they travel by
diffusion across the semiconductor until collected at the transparent conducting oxide
(TCO) substrate. Holes in the ground state of the absorber are ejected to a hole transport
medium. Holes are prevented to enter the electron collecting TCO by a blocking layer,
and they are accepted at the counterelectrode (CE). The separation of Fermi levels of
electrons ( E Fn ) and holes ( E Fp ) produces a photovoltage.
On the other extreme of the architectures of absorbers we find those cells in which
the absorber is a single isolated molecule, or a nanocrystalline fragment of material as a
semiconductor quantum dot (QD). The paradigm of this type is a DSC.18 As
schematically shown in Fig. 1, the sensitizer lies between an electron transport medium
(nanostructured TiO2) and a hole transport layer (either redox electrolyte or solid hole
conductor). Initial charge separation in this system is achieved by suitably arranged
preferential injection kinetics to either electron or hole transport medium. In this process
any role of band bending or local pn junction can be safely ignored, as the size of the
absorber is too small to sustain an energy barrier due to band bending. But in this type of
absorber, charge extraction competes with internal recombination of the electron hole
pair. Therefore it is important to facilitate fast extraction by a good match of the energy
levels in both media involved and by ensuring the existence of downhill energy
pathways from the light absorber to the carrier transport material. It is also required that
the kinetic and energetic charge transfer pathways prevent the return of injected carrier
to the original absorber molecule. In natural photosynthesis energy harvesters, the use of
a relay of redox molecules to achieve a large physical separation of the electron and hole
is a basic strategy to avoid recombination. Deleterious backward energy transfer of a
separated electron hole pair is also prevented by placing such process energetically in
the Marcus inverted region.19 Similarly in bulk heterojunction solar cells, rapid electron
transfer occurs between the organic light absorber (electron donor) and organic electron
transporter (electron acceptor), usually a functionalized fullerene.
Recombination of the primary electron-hole pair is usually not an issue in DSCs,
mainly because the metal-organic light absorbers are designed to have an orbital or
molecular structure that internally favours charge separation and electron injection to
TiO2.20 There occurs an energy loss at this step, which is rather significant at the contact
of the dye with the redox couple in a DSC. In fact, the effective band gap of the solar
cell is reduced to the difference of energy levels between electron and hole transport
materials. In a BHJ solar cell the effective bandgap at the donor-acceptor interface is
termed the charge transfer state energy.21 In some metal-free organic dyes used in DSC
the extent of internal recombination becomes a concern,22 and much more so when the
absorber is an inorganic QD, which displays complex internal electronic dynamics,
often governed by recombination at surface states. Effective passivation of the QD
absorber greatly improves the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) in QD sensitized solar
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cells.23

Charge collection
Once the initial charge separation step is achieved, it is necessary to establish a flux
of both types of carriers towards separate contacts. The solar cell must have a built-in
asymmetry, so that each external contact injects and extracts ideally only one carrier.
Therefore the contacts must be selective to a specific carrier, which can be achieved in a
number of ways. In the end, the voltage in a solar cell is given by the difference of the
quasi-Fermi level of electrons at the electron selective contact, to the quasi-Fermi level
of holes at the hole selective contact.1, 24
In all solar cells a certain thickness of the absorber layer, d , is required to effectively
absorb all solar photons. The desired range of values of d is determined by the
absorption coefficient and light scattering properties of the device that increase the
optical pathlength of weakly absorbed photons in the absorber. On their way to the
contacts, electrons and holes encounter each other in the central layer, which can lead to
recombination events that are quantified, in a generic sense, by a recombination lifetime
 . This lifetime may depend on impurities, dislocations and grain boundaries in
inorganic solar cells or on the local microstructure of donor-acceptor network in organic
solar cells. The selectivity of contacts must be combined with the need for charge
extraction at a rate faster than charge recombination, and the specific mechanisms
achieving this will be now discussed in some detail.
We start with the representative situation of a DSC, in which the diffusion length
Ldiff is large, so there is a large probability to collect each photogenerated electron at the
contact, and indeed the internal quantum efficiency IQE  1 .25 In the standard, liquid
electrolyte case, the concentration of ionic charge carriers is very large, and the voltage
is produced by the rise of the electron quasi-Fermi level, as shown in Fig. 2b and c. This
diagram is also fairly representative of the operation of crystalline silicon solar cells. As
shown in Fig. 1, in a DSC no specific directionality to transport exists in the direction
perpendicular to the outer contacts. Both electrons and holes may diffuse either way.
However, holes cannot be injected into the electron collecting TCO layer, due to the
presence of a blocking layer. On the other hand electrons are stopped at the end of the
TiO2 layer that is separated from the counter electrode. In this type of cell, charge carrier
selectivity is achieved in all internal electronic processes using materials and
morphologies that provide an easy pathway for one carrier and a large barrier to the
other one. Similarly extended use of blocking layers is made in organic solar cells and in
organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs).26 In the case of c-Si charge carrier selectivity is
attained by the use of a thin (in comparison with the central layer) pn junction.
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Fig. 2. a The typical ratio of space charge region width w and thickness d for different
solar cell technologies. Band diagrams of solar cells with small w/d (b, c), intermediate
w/d (d, e) and w=d (f, g) at short circuit in the dark (b, d, f) and open circuit (c, e, g).
The grey areas represent the main space charge regions in the different diagrams at short
circuit.
Characteristically, the selective contacts are represented by materials that themselves
are n- or p-type. However, selective contacts may be formed by materials that have the
required kinetic properties to extract only one kind of carrier at the interface with the
absorber. Kinetic selectivity, by appropriate match of energy levels at the interface, is
therefore a fundamental resource available for energy conversion devices. It is not
generally required that the material that extracts holes is a hole-only conductor. One
example is MoO3 that has a very large work function and is strongly n-type by the
presence of oxygen vacancies, but it nonetheless forms an excellent selective contact to
holes in organic devices, due to the existence of a large interfacial dipole.27, 28 In
OLEDs, tuning the energy level of the cathode to the organic active layer has also been
achieved by interfacial dipole layers that reduce the effective work function of a metal
such as Al.29, 30 In QD films, it has been shown that a change of contact extraction
properties can invert the photovoltage, even when all electrical fields are shielded by
immersion in an electrolyte.31
Another significant aspect of the solar cell interface contacts is that they may
constitute an important locus for unwanted recombination. To prevent the carrier loss in
silicon solar cells a back surface field is formed that reflects the majority carrier, or a
passivation layer is introduced that may be made up of materials like SiO2, amorphous
Si or Al2O3.32, 33 These treatments provide significant gains of photovoltaic power
conversion efficiency. In perovskite solar cells, important differences of recombination
affecting device performance have been determined depending on the contact materials.
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However, in general, the selective contact to electrons must be ohmic and form a
small injection barrier for electrons. Thus, materials with a low work function are
required. These will then align well to the conduction band minimum energy level of the
absorber layer. Oppositely, materials with a large work function may form an efficient
hole extraction contact. In consequence all solar cell devices contain an intrinsic built-in
potential between the outer contacts. In some cases the built-in field does not help
(much) with charge extraction at short circuit. This is typically the case when the builtin field is confined to a narrow space charge region or to a dipole layer (as in c-Si and
DSC respectively). Nevertheless, the built-in voltage Vbi ensures that the applied
forward bias V (e.g. at the maximum power point of an illuminated solar cell) can drop
somewhere. As long as Vbi – V is still positive no barriers for extraction will form.3, 35, 36
Thus, the built-in voltage serves an important role even if like in c-Si solar cells, charge
collection is nearly entirely driven by diffusion.
Alternatively, the built-in field, obtained after initial device formation, may be
extended over the absorber thickness and take a leading role in charge extraction. In fact
the device might be even fully depleted at short circuit in which case, the built-in
electric field extends over the whole absorber, as in amorphous silicon solar cells, Fig.
2f and g.37 Intermediate situations can exist, Fig. 2d and e, as in the case of organic
bulk-heterojunctions where both band bending in the absorber and contact dipole
account for the total Vbi.38 In some organic solar cells a low flat band voltage  0.4 V
has been measured implying that the field-free neutral region comprises nearly the
whole absorber thickness at voltages much below the maximum power point.39 Recent
studies of the energy diagram of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite solar cells show a large builtin voltage and significant electrical field in the absorber region.40
In order to classify solar cell types with regard to their way of separating charge
carriers, a useful criterion is therefore the ratio between the width w of the space charge
region and the absorber thickness d.41 Figure 2a compares important solar cell
technologies in terms of their ratio w/d. Crystalline Si (c-Si) as well as DSCs are typical
examples of solar cells that have a tiny space charge region relative to the total absorber
width. Figure 2b shows the band diagram of a p-type semiconductor at short circuit in
the dark. The doping is sufficiently high relative to the absorber thickness that w/d << 1.
Here, electron transport through the device will be mostly by diffusion as already
explained above.
For typical inorganic thin film solar cells, the ratio w/d varies from around 1/10 in
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) to 1 in fully depleted devices like amorphous or microcrystalline
Si (a-Si or c-Si). Figures 2d-g show the schematic band diagrams for devices with
intermediate (d, e) and high (f, g) ratios of w/d. When going from small to large values
of w/d, the way charge separation happens in the solar cell changes. While devices with
low w/d are controlled by diffusion such as in the case of c-Si and DSC, the larger the
space charge region becomes relative to the absorber thickness, the more drift will affect
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charge carrier collection.
One obvious way to improve charge carrier collection is to improve the mobilitylifetime product e.g. by improving microstructure of the material, by reducing the defect
density or by increasing the grain size. While mobility and lifetime have a huge
influence on charge carrier collection, the pathways to improvement are material
specific. However, in order to decide which ratio w/d is best for efficient charge
collection, we can make quite general statements if we decide to use a level of
abstraction where the absorber material is essentially just described by a mobility, a
lifetime and a doping density.
Whether it is better to use a geometry that is mostly depleted at short circuit (high w/d
like in amorphous Si) or a geometry where the electric field F only drops in the
periphery of the device (low w/d ) depends mostly on the mobility-lifetime product of
the material and how that depends on doping density. For a wide range of mobility ()lifetime () products, the collection efficiency for charge carriers at short circuit is
improved if transport is due to drift rather than diffusion as shown in Fig. 3a. This is due
to the fact that at normal operating conditions of thin-film solar cells the diffusion length
Ldiff  kT / q of charge carriers is typically smaller than the drift length Ldr  F
as shown in Fig. 3b. Only for very low values of , Ldiff > Ldr due to the square rootlike dependence of Ldiff on  increasing initially faster than the linear dependence of Ldr
on . However, this is only relevant for collection efficiencies that are too low to allow
efficient solar cells.
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calculation of the average electric field is d = 1 µm.
So far, we have shown that there are different ways of implementing carrier
selectivity and that the electric field usually helps extracting charges at short circuit.
However, towards open circuit, the electric field naturally gets smaller with the effective
built in voltage Vbi,eff = Vbi – V decreasing linearly with applied forward bias. This means
that the field assisted collection will always be worse at the maximum power point
relative to short circuit and the fill factor of cells that rely on drift to collect charges will
be reduced relative to those that rely mainly on diffusion. But nevertheless in Fig. 3 we
have shown that even at an effective built-in voltage as low as 100 mV, collection via
drift is usually still better than diffusion for relevant values of the collection efficiency.
Thus, the question is warranted whether there are any situations where one would want
the ratio w/d to be small rather than large. Indeed it is desirable to have w/d to be small
in cases, where collection is efficient even by diffusion, because of the increased
recombination losses at open circuit in devices with large space charge regions. In
nearly all solar cell technologies, deep traps, situated close to the center of the gap,
dominate recombination. For these deep traps, recombination is usually modelled using
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) statistics. The SRH recombination rate has a maximum
where nn=pp, where n,p are the capture cross sections for electrons and holes,
respectively. In the neutral region of a crystalline Si pn-junction solar cell, the minority
carrier concentration is much smaller than the majority carrier concentration under
normal operating conditions and so the SRH recombination is much smaller than in the
space charge region where photogenerated n ≈ p. Thus in a c-Si solar cell with its large
diffusion length it is certainly advantageous to minimize the region in which n ≈ p.
Figure 4 sums up all effects of charge carrier collection and recombination and shows
how, for a particular case, the efficiency depends on the ratio of w/d, controlled by
changing the doping density, and on the diffusion length, controlled by changing the
mobility. The result is that for Ldiff > d, the device should ideally have a small space
charge region and a large field free region as in c-Si. For Ldiff < d, we distinguish two
regimes. The first regime for higher -products represents the range where the drift
length is still high enough to allow charge extraction in the space charge region.
Therefore, it is advantageous in this case to have a fully depleted device (doping as low
as possible). For very low -products, diffusion becomes more efficient than drift as
seen already in Fig. 3. However in this case, collection is so inefficient that this regime
has no practical relevance. Note that while Fig. 4 is simulated for a device with a
thickness of 1 µm, the fundamental trends stay the same when the thickness is changed.
In the supporting information, we present simulations for the case of a 150 nm absorber,
which is more representative for organic solar cells.
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Ferroelectric photovoltaic effects
The surge of organic-metal-halide perovskites has brought the attention of the
scientific community towards physical effects that were not previously considered in the
analysis of mainstream types of solar cells. These physical factors may produce PV
mechanisms that lie outside those described in the previous sections. For example the
observation of a very large increase of the low frequency dielectric constant 11 in
CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells and very slow reorganization phenomena42 are difficult to
explain on the basis of electronic phenomena alone and appears to involve some
structural modification. Here we describe briefly the ferroelectric effect and in the next
section the photoinduced changes of ionic concentration.
The PV effect in ferroelectric materials depends on the polarization-induced internal
electric field. For 50 years it is known that ferroelectric perovskites may produce a large
photovoltage exceeding by far the bandgap of the absorber material43, 44 but the
principles that cause the observed response are not fully understood yet. Most metal
oxide perovskites with ferroelectric properties are unsuitable to harvest of the solar
spectral photons, as they have a large bandgap of 3-4 eV, but recently perovskites with
band gaps closer to the required 1 - 1.5 eV have been synthesized. These materials have
suitable optical and electronic properties for a PV absorber material.45-47 One route for
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the exploitation of perovskite materials in PV applications starts from inorganic
perovskites that show internal enhanced electrical fields due to the ferroelectric effect.
The larger than bandgap photovoltages cannot be explained by the regular mechanism of
separation of Fermi levels in a homogeneous absorber layer. One assumption to explain
these phenomena relies on a local disposition of electric fields formed by spontaneous
polarization over short distances of a few nm. This structure causes local steps of builtin potential as suggested by recent observations of domain wall structure at the
nanoscale.48 The local variations in electrostatic potential in these materials might cause
a situation similar to that observed in multijunction solar cells, where regions with high
recombination work as tunnel junctions. The voltage of regions between the tunnel
junctions then adds up, while the photocurrent is limited to that of one region. One
difference between the behavior of multijunction solar cells and the situation in BiFeO3
is that the current voltage curve in the latter is typically ohmic and not diode-like, which
is probably explained by the low conductivity of BiFeO3. Until recently, these PV
materials produced negligible photocurrents and ohmic characteristic with small fill
factor. A major breakthrough in this field was the demonstration of multiferroic oxide
solar cells based on double perovskite thin film Bi2FeCrO6.49 A control of long range
ordering of the cationic components of the perovskite, Fe and Cr, reduces the optical
absorption edge to 1.5 eV, by introducing charge transfer excitations between Fe and
Cr. By fabrication of multilayer structures with a graded bandgap the photocurrent
increases to 20 mA cm-2, giving the PCE of 8.1% which is competitive with other
starting technologies.

Effect of ion movement on photovoltage
Junctions and doping profiles in most solar cell materials are usually considered to be
static with respect to changes in electric field. However, in some cases drift of charged
defects or ions can change the doping profile and therefore the electric field distribution
in a solar cell. In general a voltage is defined as the difference of electrochemical
potential of electrons between the contacts, and such voltage may arise either from the
variation of chemical potential of electrons and holes (as shown in Fig. 1 and 2), from a
change of the chemical potential of ions, or from a combination of both.13 In mixed ionelectron conducting cells50 a part of the cell voltage may be due to the ionic component.
We are familiar with Li ion electrochemical cells that produce changes of voltage due to
the variation of the chemical potential of the lithium ions.51 In electronic insulators that
are good ionic conductors, such as ion conducting glasses, external electrical
polarization induces a displacement of ionic charge that may form depletion layers near
the contact, totally ionic in origin (in contrast to the familiar electronic Schottky barrier
in usual solar cells).52 In a liquid electrolyte DSC it is obvious that ionic displacement
occurs to compensate electronic charge injected in the nanostructured TiO2 framework
for restoring electroneutrality. In solid state DSC with 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-pmethoxyphenyl-amine)9,9′-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) hole conductor, the
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displacement of ions cause strong transient effects until an electroneutral distribution is
achieved.53 However, ionic components of the photovoltage have not been considered in
the DSC area, since concentration of the supporting ions is usually very large and the
variation of redox ions is negligible.
Recently it has been suggested that facile migration of ions occurs in CH3NH3PbI3
perovskite solar cells.54, 55 The chemical potentials of Pb+ and I- defects and interstitials
have been mapped and the domain of structural stability has been predicted by
computation.56 Under photogeneration of carriers, a drift of ionic defects may establish
an ionic gradient by accumulation at one contact and scarcity at the opposite contact
side. Then one can move from a situation with two contacts with similar work functions
to a situation where you have a pn or np junction that leads to a good photovoltage.
This topic is currently under active investigation.

Conclusions
The operation of solar cells relies on local mechanisms for charge separation that
may consist on the fast transfer of photogenerated carriers to different media, or simply
lead to the presence of both electrons and holes distributed in the same medium. In
either case the transport to the contacts must compete against recombination, and the
distribution of the electric field inside the solar cell has a profound impact on charge
carrier collection. A classification in terms of the ratio between diffusion length and
space charge width is provided observing that there is no general optimum working
mechanism in terms of space charge width w. Depending on the diffusion length, there
are different optimum conditions. For high diffusion lengths (Ldiff >d), a small space
charge width will typically improve photovoltaic efficiency because it improves the
open-circuit voltage. If the diffusion length is up to roughly an order of magnitude
smaller than the cell thickness, a fully depleted solar cell will usually improve charge
carrier collection and therefore the efficiency. Thus, for every new solar cell technology
the band diagram including the electric field distribution needs to be measured and taken
into account as a design criterion for further photovoltaic optimization.
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